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I. INTRODUCTION
Tourism Is One Of The Potential Sectors And Many Are In The Interest Of The General Public Today Because Of Developments In The Fields Of Advanced Science And Technology Including Developments In The Tourism Sector. Among The Human Busyness In Carrying Out Their Duties, Humans Need Time For Recreation, Removing Saturation To Seek Harmony And Happiness And One Of The Good Things Is To Conduct Tours To Tourist Attractions.

Given The Importance Of The Tourism Sector To The Need To Get Attention For Tourist Attractions Which Is The Goal Of The Vehicle Can Provide Comfort For Visitors. The Field Of Tourism Can Potentially Help The Community For Regional Development Regarding Local Revenue. With Proper Management, Will Contribute Significantly To The Development Of The Region, Primarily To Increase The Local Revenue (PAD/Pendapatan Asli Daerah).

As A Technical Institution That Performs The Duties Of Local Government In The Implementation Of Tourism Affairs In The Region, The Department Of Tourism Has A Significant Role And Determine The Development Of Regional Tourism Into One Source Of Potential Local Revenue. Therefore, The Policies Of The Tourism Office In The Development Of Tourism Becomes Very Important And Decisive As Well. In Other Words, The Extent To Which The Tourism Sector Becomes A Potential Source Of Local Revenue, It Is Primarily Determined By The Forms Of Policy Established And Implemented By The Department Of Tourism As The Organizer Of Tourism Affairs In The Region.

In This Regard, North Sulawesi, Especially Manado City As A Tourist Destination Has Quite A Lot Of Tourism Potential (Tourism Object), Either Already Or Being Empowered. Or Which Is Still An Opportunity To Be Developed. Manado City Has The Potential Of Tourism Is Quite Varied, Both Natural Attractions, Artificial And Cultural Attractions.

The Condition Of National-Scale Tourism At This Time Tends To Be Less Conducive, Including The City Of Manado So That Tourists Visit Has Not Yet Recovered. However, It Is Also Realized That The Result Of The Tourism Of Bunaken Marine Park Is Not Sufficient, Among Others, Due To The Lack Of Professionalism Of Human Resources (Implementing Officers), Inadequate Equipment And Other Supporting
Facilities And The Lack Of Funding Sources Or Operational Costs Allocated To Support The Effectiveness Of The Implementation Of Tourism Management Policy Own.


The Concept Of Regional Autonomy As Stipulated In Law Number 23, 2014 On Regional Government, Provides Guidance And Guidance Of The Regional Government's Authority In Formulating And Delineating Authority And Authority To The Regency / City Government. It Aims To Develop The Existing Potential Within The Area Of Government, So That Required Some Local Regulations Described In Various Policies And Regulations Of The Mayor Of Manado To Optimize Local Revenue Sources From The Tourism Side Designed In Such A Way In Increasing The Frequency Of Domestic And Foreign Tourists Visit.


### II. Method

This Type Of Research Used Descriptive Qualitative Research. The Qualitative Research Method Used To Get The Overall Picture Of The Object Of Research Accurately. The Implementation Of Qualitative Research Methods Is Not Limited Only To The Collection And Compilation Of Data But Includes Analysis And Interpretation Of The Meaning Of The Data. Also All That Is Collected Is Likely To Be Essential To What Is Being Studied (Moleong, 2000: 51). The Qualitative Research Method Is "The Method Used To Get An Overall Picture Of The Object Of Research Accurately" (Arikunto, 2002: 7). According To Tiro (2009), Qualitative Research Is One Of The Research Procedures That Produce Descriptive Data, In The Form Of Speech, Or Writing And Research Object Behavior Observed.

Based On The Background Of The Problem, The Focus Of This Research Are: (1) The Effectiveness Of The Implementation Of Tourism Policy, (2) The Management Authority Of Bunaken National Park Tourism Destination; And (3) Tourism Infrastructure Of Bunaken Marine Tourism Destination; And (4) Estimated Budgeting Of Maintenance Of Bunaken National Park. While The Research Informants Are Head Of Tourism, Tourism Office Secretary, Tourism Office Staff, Bunaken National Park Authority Staff, Bunaken National Park Management Board Chairman, Bunaken National Park Users, Diving Businesspeople, Local And Foreign Tourists.
According to Moleong (2000: 52), to collect the necessary data in this study, the researcher uses the data collection procedure through the instrument: observation sheet, interview guide, and documentation study. This data analysis technique used descriptive qualitative analysis of interactive model from Miles and Huberman cited by Sugiyono (2008: 91-92), namely data analysis done continuously from the beginning until the completion of research.

III. Results and Discussion

In attracting the domestic and foreign tourists, some indicators determine the success of tourism development. In this case, the improvement of the image of tourists, namely the potential of infrastructure and means of tourism itself. If tourism development takes into account only one of these two potentials, then efforts to build tourism as an industry cannot be achieved. Efforts to promote the beauty of nature and cultural richness to foreign countries must also be supported by all existing facilities and infrastructure in the promoted area.

The potentials include airfields, seaports, roads, and hotels, including communication facilities, management, and maintenance of tourism objects, which is a determinant variant in the domestic and foreign tourist visits as well as an increase in tourist image.

The effectiveness of the implementation of tourism management of Bunaken Marine Park in Manado City has not been realized optimally. It is evident from the efforts to develop the attractions of Bunaken Marine Park has been implemented not optimal or not yet efficient. Besides, it can be seen from the activity of handling Bunaken Marine Park tourism object that has not been by the expectation of local government and citizen, and the revenue from the retribution of tourism business permit received not yet by the target which has been determined by the local government of Manado City. It appears that the implementation of the policy is necessarily not limited to the actions or behaviors of administrative bodies or bureaucratic units responsible for implementing programs and raising adherence to group targets. However, more than that, it is also concerned with the network of political, economic, and social forces that affect the behavior of all parties involved and ultimately to the expected and unexpected impacts (Wahab, 2007: 82).

The Bunaken National Park Management Board (DPTNB/ Dewan Pengelolaan Taman Nasional Bunaken) has the primary duty of implementing decentralized authority, deconcentration and assistance tasks and other authorities in the management of Bunaken Marine Park. The management authority of Bunaken Marine Park is dominant in DPTNB (50%). Thus, the DPTNB has the management authority of Bunaken Marine Park. Authority is indispensable for the realization of government objectives entrusted to the administrative apparatus, without difficult authority for the organization to achieve its objectives. Within the authority there is an obligation to carry out the duties and responsibilities of his work. Power in authority does not mean to act arbitrarily but regarding direction to fit the regulatory corridor, but it also contains the power to act when it encounters misconduct (Wibawa, 2004: 72).

The implementation of government policies in the management of Bunaken Marine Tourism objects on the Grindell model links between the policy objectives and the results, which are influenced by the content of the policy, namely: (1) stakeholder-influenced interests from the provincial government to the authority given to Bunaken National Park Management Park Bunaken, (2) type of benefits to be generated for local government, (3) the degree of expected changes from the process and the implementation of the implemented policies, (4) the location of decision-making done in stages on each (5) implementation of the program comprehensively and continuously, and (6) the resources involved from the tourism office of Manado City to the community and entrepreneurs who play a role in supporting the service of local and foreign tourists on the attractions of Bunaken Marine Park.

The effectiveness of policy implementation in the management of tourism object of Bunaken Marine Park of Manado City of North Sulawesi Province can have implication on the existence of local regulation which must be issued by the local government to manage the park management system, professionally and continuously. That is, there is a clear division of labor among stakeholders who are interested in improving PAD Manado.

This condition can also have implications on how much responsibility and level of participation should be given to third parties or other parties around the location of Bunaken Marine Tourism Park. Both community providers of additional infrastructure facilities for local and foreign tourists to increase the frequency of visits, lodgings or lodging managers, guides and people in the area of Bunaken Marine Tourism Park.

On the other hand, it is conceptualized by Nugroho that the series of policy implementation starts from the program, to the project, and to the activities. A policy that has been formulated or formulated intends to achieve a particular goal. The model adopts a common mechanism in management,
In Particular, Public Sector Management, In Direct Contact With The Public Interest As The Object And Subject Of The Policy Implementation Objectives.

Also Reinforced By Policy Implementation Put Forward By Model Meter And Horn, Which Is Influenced By Six Factors, Namely: (1) Policy Standards And Targets That Explain The Details Of The Objectives Of Policy Decisions Comprehensively That Can Be Translated In The Description Of The Main Duties And Functions Of Each Employee (2) Policy Resources In The Form Of Implementation Support Funds Adapted To The Budget Available To The Provincial Government Of North Sulawesi And Manado City Tourism Office, (3) Inter-Organizational Communication And Measurement Activities Are Used By Implementers To Use The Objectives To Be Achieved, So That All Parties Can Understand Their Respective Duties And Authorities, (4) The Characteristics Of The Implementation Which Means The Characteristics Of The Organization Is A Crucial Factor That Will Determine The Success Or Absence Of A Program Management Of Bunaken Marine Tourism Destination, (5) Social, Economic, And Political Conditions That Can Influence Policy Outcomes Simultaneously To Increase PAD Manado City, And (6) The Attitude Of Executor In Understanding The Policy That Will Be Determined In Optimizing Bunaken Marine Tourism Visitors Continuously In Accordance With The Principles And Concepts Of Sustainable Environmental Development.

The Implications Issued By The Local Government Regarding The Management Of The Bunaken Marine Tourism Park Also Have An Impact On The Authority Of The Bunaken Marine Park Management Bureau Which Is Implicitly Incorporated In The Provincial Management Board Of North Sulawesi, So That The Elements Of Personnel (Human Resources) And Financing Also Affect The Charged To The Government Of Manado City And North Sulawesi Provincial Government.

Brown And Moberg (2000: 231) Define Authority As "Institutionalized Form Of The Power Vested In A Position Or Office," And Further Discuss The Theory Of Barnard Also Called The Acceptance Theory Of Authority Above, And Explain Why Command Or Rule From The Authorized Party Rejected Or Accepted. The Frame Of Thought Ultimately Leads To The Principle That The Use Of Authority Must Be Accountable.

The Area Of Tourism Infrastructure Of Bunaken Marine Park Is Dominant In Quite An Adequate Category (45%), It Means That There Is Not Yet Adequate Tourism Infrastructure Of Bunaken Marine Park Tourism Object Review Of Data Analysis Of Planning, Procurement And Maintenance Of Infrastructure Facilities Used In The Management Of Viewed From A Theoretical Perspective, Assessment Of Tourism Infrastructure Is Identical With Economic Infrastructure In General Because Primarily Tourism Activities Cannot Be Separated From The Economic Aspect. It Is Where The Position Of Infrastructure In The Potential Of Tourism As A Supportive Flow Of Tourist Visits In Tourist Destinations. It Is Relevant To Yoeti's (2000: 15-17) View, Dividing The Infrastructure Of Two Principal Sections: (1) Economic Infrastructures, And (2) Social Infrastructures. The Bunaken Sea Tourism, Has Implications For The Division Of Responsibilities Between The Provincial Government And The Manado City Government, Including The Third Parties Participating In The Management Of The Park, Which Also Affects The Amount Of Financing Arising From A Policy That Has Been Issued By The Government itself In Optimizing And Realizing The Policy itself.

Viewed From A Theoretical Perspective, Assessment Of Tourism Infrastructure Is Identical With Economic Infrastructure In General Because Mainly Tourism Activities Cannot Be Separated From The Economic Aspect. It Is Where The Position Of Infrastructure In The Potential Of Tourism As A Supportive Flow Of Tourist Visits In Tourist Destinations. It Is Relevant To Yoeti's (2000: 15-17) View, Dividing The Infrastructure Of Two Important Sections: (1) Economic Infrastructures, And (2) Social Infrastructures.

The Position Of Tourism Infrastructure Is An Important Prerequisite In The Management Of Bunaken Marine Park. The Result Of The Research Indicates That Insufficient Infrastructure Of Tourism Object Of
Bunaken Marine Park, This Need To Get Attention From The Central And Local Government Because Government Support In Infrastructure Development Is A Stimulation To The Private Sector To Build Tourism Infrastructure Of Bunaken Marine Park. With Optimal Tourism Infrastructure Will Provide A Positive Contribution To The Management Of Bunaken Marine Park Attractions Because It Will Be Able To Increase Tourist Arrivals Which Become One Of The Main Sources Of Local Revenue.


Also Supported By The Concept Of Yoeti (2000: 14) (24), It Is Mentioned That Public Tourism Infrastructure Includes Water Supply System, Power Plant, Road Network, Airport, Seaport, Taxi Terminal, Bus Terminal, Railway Station, And Telecommunication Networks. While The Infrastructure Concerning The Needs Of The Community Is Hospitals, Pharmacies, Banks, And Post Offices. It Is Meant By The Tourism Infrastructure That Is All The Facilities Available And Which Allows The Economic Process To Run Smoothly In Such A Way, So As To Facilitate Humans To Be Able To Meet The Wants And Needs.


According To Shillinglaw (2009: 123-126) (26), There Are Two Types Of Budget (Budget) Organization, The Operating Budget, And Financial Budget. The Operational Budget Indicates Goods And Services Expected By The Organization Can Be Consumed Within The Budget Period. Usually In This Budget Is Included Both Physical Quantity And Cost Figures. The Financial Budget Specifies The Organization's Planned Spending Money Over The Same Period And From Which It Be Earned.

According To Anthony And Dearden (2008: 87), Each Organization Or Functional Unit Is Headed By The Manager Responsible For The Activity Of The Unit, Which Is Called The Responsibility Center. All Responsibility Centers Use Resources (Inputs Or Costs) To Produce Something Else (Output Or Income). There Are Three Main Kinds Of Responsibility Centers, Depending On How Inputs Or Outputs Are Recorded By The Control System: Cost Centers, Income Centers, And Profit Centers. According To Anthony And Dearden (2008: 88-90), The Most Common Type Of Operating Budget Is Parallel To The Three Responsibility Centers (Cost, Income, And Profits).

IV. Conclusions

Based On The Results Of Research And Discussion, Then The Conclusion Of Research Are As Follows:

The Effectiveness Of The Implementation Of Tourism Object Of Bunaken Marine Park Is Good But It Needs To Keep On Guard And Preserved Its Tourism Area So That It Can Bring Prosperity To The Government Community And All Who Use It.


Facilities And Infrastructure Have Been Excellent But Need To Be Upgraded To Adequate Tourism Infrastructure Attractions Bunaken Marine Park. It Is Reflected In The Inadequate Tourism Infrastructure Of Bunaken Marine Park, Such As Transportation Or Transportation Which Can Bring Tourists To Bunaken Marine Park, And The Availability Of Electric Lighting, Drinking Water Supply, And The Availability Of Social Infrastructure In The Form Of Health Services, Security Factors, And Government Officials Who Directly Serve Tourists. Similarly, The Inadequacy Of Tourism Infrastructure Among Others Is Any Form Of Business Or Organization Whose Activities Specifically To Prepare Tourist Arrivals To A Tourist Destination, Such As Receptive Tourist Plant, Residential Tourist Plant, And Recreational And Sportive Plant.

The Maintenance Budget Of The Bunaken National Park Is Reasonable Although It Is Necessary To Note The Adequacy Of The Maintenance Budget In The Management Of Bunaken Marine Park. It Is Due To
The Funds Available For Operations, It Is Used For The Operating Fund Of The Bunaken National Park Conservation Area And Not Just The Bunaken Marine Park Itself.
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